
Sound 2

she

ship

shell

ash

rushed

Sound 1

sea 

sip

sell

ass

rust

Sound 1:

/s/ is the sound in so, fasten, and glass. 

To make the /s/ sound:

-Push your tongue up against the top  

and sides of your mouth.

-Blow some air out between the tip of 

your tongue and your teeth.

Sound 2: 

/ʃʃʃʃ/ is the sound in ship, rush, and fashion.

To make the /ʃʃʃʃ/ sound:

-Bend back the front part of your tongue.

-Then, touch the space behind your teeth 

with the front of your tongue

-Blow some air out through the space.

6.) I'd like some French shampoo

/s/ and /ʃʃʃʃ/

1. LISTEN AND PRACTICE:

Listen and repeat as your teacher reads all of the /s/ words, 

and then all of the /ʃʃʃʃ/ words. Then, read each pair of words 

aloud.



3. ACTIVITY: A.

ACTIVITY:B. Choose three of the previous phrases and use 

them to make conversations like the following:

ACTIVITY C. Listen and repeat. Pay attention to the  change

in word stress.

2. QUIZ: Listen to these sentences. If you hear the first word /s/
in the sentence, type 1 in the chat window. If you hear the second 

word /ʃʃʃʃ/ , type 2 in the chat window. After your teacher checks 

your answers, choose 3 sentences and read them aloud.

6.) I'd like some French shampoo

/s/ and /ʃʃʃʃ/

1) It was a big (sock / shock).

2)  The (sack / shack) is full of trash.

3) Please (sign / shine) this.

4) I took a (sip / ship).

5) I bought some new (seats / sheets).

Spanish shrimp                 Irish sheets

Swedish shoes                  British sheep

Danish champagne           English shirts 

French shampoo

Listen and repeat the following phrases:

A: Do you sell French shampoo?

B: Yes. We have some French shampoo over there on the shelf.

Noun

demonstration

education

operation

conversation

information

Verb

demonstrate

educate

operate

converse

inform



4. SPELLING GUIDE:

Sound 2: 

/ʃʃʃʃ/ 

Common letters:

sh: she, shut, finish

Other letters:

ti: vacation, initial, patient

ci: special, official, delicious

si: tension, mission

sci: unconscious

ch: machine, chalet, 

moustache

s: sure, sugar

Special letters:

ss: tissue

ce: ocean

xi: anxious

Sound 1

/s/

Common  letters:

s: sweep, bus, sister

ss: glass, class, mess

Other letters: 

c: city, circle, peace

se: horse, house

Special: 

sc: science, prescient

ps: psychology

sw: answer

x: six*, next*

* The letter x is usually 

pronounced /ks/

6.) I'd like some French shampoo

/s/ and /ʃʃʃʃ/


